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HOW TO SUBSCRIBE AND UNSUBSCRIBE
How to unsubscribe to this newsletter:
To automatically unsubscribe simply send an empty message to: <mailto:
endtimeissues-unsubscribe@lists.biblicalperspectives.com> Be sure the message is from your subscribed email account or the system will not recognize
you). If you have a problem or don’t receive a prompt unsubscription conﬁrmation, send us an email at <mailto:sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.com>
saying “unsubscribe me” and we will ask TAGNET to remove your address
manually.
How to subscribe to this newsletter:
To subscribe simply click on this address and send it:
mailto:endtimeissues-subscribe@lists.biblicalperspectives.com
No additional words or explanations are necessary. The TAGNET is set
up to automatically add your address to the list. If you have a problem, send us
an email at <mailto:sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.com> saying “subscribe
me,” and we will ask TAGNET to enter your address manually.

NEW OUTREACH BOOK:
POPULAR BELIEFS: ARE THEY BIBLICAL?
In the last two newsletter no. 178 and 179, I mentioned the encouragement I received from several subscribers to publish a book that examines popular beliefs from a biblical perspective. The support I received for this project is
truly overwhelming. Many Adventists feel that there is an urgent need for a witnessing book to help our Catholic and Protestant friends understand why some
of their cherished beliefs are unbiblical.
The title is under constant revision. My initial proposal was Popular Heresies. The general reaction was that this title would be too confrontational. I
have received a host of suggested titles. In this moment I am attracted by the
title Popular Beliefs: Are the Biblical? This title was proposed to me by a gracious Adventist sister, who is currently developing a library for the Loma Linda
University Church. Chances are that by the time the manuscript is completed, a
more attractive title will emerge.
The ultimate goat of the book is not merely to expose the ﬂaws of some
popular beliefs, but to help people appreciate the biblical validity and timeliness
of our Adventist beliefs. To my knowledge our Adventist church has never pub-
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lished a substantive book that helps people to understand the difference between
our Adventist beliefs and those Catholic/Protestant churches. We can hardly expect people to accept our Adventist beliefs, if we do not show them ﬁrst why
their beliefs are unbiblical.
The book Seventh-day Adventist Believe . . . was warmly received by our
church at large. I was invited to contribute to a chapter to the book. In my view
the book makes a signiﬁcant contribution, but it is too limited in scope. It simply
presents the Adventist beliefs, without comparing or contrasting them with the
beliefs of other churches. Uninformed readers may feel that Adventists beliefs
are not much different from their own beliefs. The new book Popular Beliefs:
Are they Biblical? will leave no room for this uncertainty. It will clearly show
the difference between the Adventists beliefs and some popular Catholic and
Protestant beliefs. In other words, it will give to people a choice between biblical
and unbiblical beliefs.
The sponsors of this project are willing to cover most of the expenses for
researching and printing 100,000 copies of Popular Beliefs: Are they Biblical?
The idea is to offer the book to churches at a minimum cost of only $2.00 or 3.00
a copy, primarily to cover the mailing expenses. The regular price for this 320
pages book would be $25.00.
What do you think of this project? Do you feel that we badly need such a
book for our witnessing outreach? Are you willing to pass out this book to your
friends? Would you consider contributing ﬁnancially to the realization of this
project? Your input is greatly appreciated. Let me know what you think.
In order to complete this project by the end of February 2008, I need to reprioritize my schedule. This will entail cutting down on speaking-engagements,
posting the Endtime Issues Newsletters only once a month, and spending less
time answering messages and speaking on the phone.
To beneﬁt from the constructive criticism of our subscribers, I plan to post
most of the chapters as soon as the ﬁrst draft is completed. For example, in
about 10 days, I plan to post the draft of the ﬁrst chapter entitled: BIBLICAL
ERRANCY AND INERRANCY.
This is a foundational chapter which examines two contrasting false views
of the Bible. On the one hand, the liberal critics reduce the Bible to a strictly
human, error-ridden book, devoid of supernatural revelations and miraculous
manifestations. They treat the Bible strictly as a human literary production.
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On the other hand, some conservative evangelicals elevate the Bible to such
a divine level that they overlook the human dimension of Scripture. They afﬁrm
that the Bible is absolutely without error in all its references to history, geography, chronology, cosmology, science, and so forth.
Ultimately both the errancy and inerrancy positions undermine the authority of the Bible by making it either too-human or too-divine. The solution to
these extreme positions is to be found in the key word balance—a balance that
recognizes both the divine and human character of the Bible. Our Seventh-day
Adventist Church upholds this balance view, largely as a result of the guidance
provided by Ellen White. We believe that the Bible is the product of a mysterious blending of divine and human participation. The source is divine, the writers
are human, and the writings contain divine thoughts in human language. I look
forward to post this chapter for your evaluation in a few days.
NEWLY RELEASED DVD ALBUM CALLED
ABUNDANT LIFE SEMINAR
At the request of the World's Woman's Christian Temperance Union, a special video taping was professionally done at Andrews University last August 8,
2007, of my powerpoint lecture on The Christian and Alcoholic Beverages. The
lecture summarizes the highlights of my book Wine in the Bible. With the help
of 125 powerpoint slides, I share the ﬁndings of my research which shows that
the Bible clearly teaches total abstinence, and not moderation.
This lecture will be delivered live at the International Convention of the
World Woman's Christian Temperance Union (WWCTU)–an organization which
Ellen White actively supported. The President, Sarah Ward, has already invited
me on two previous occasions. This year the International WWCTU is held
in Indianapolis from September 14-16, 2007, and brings together Temperance
Leaders from different parts of the world.
The delegates are eager to obtain the live video recording of my lecture on
The Christian and Alcoholic Beverages, in order for them to share it with their
congregations back home. For the beneﬁt of our subscribers who will not be able
to attend the convention, I posted in the last newsletter No. 179, a transcript of
the lecture.
If you live in Indianapolis, you are welcomed to attend the convention. I
am scheduled to deliver my lecture The Christian and Alcoholic Beverages on
Sabbath morning, September 15, at 10:00 a. m. The convention is held at the
Adam’s Mark Hotel, 2544 Executive Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46241. The hotel
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phone number is: (317) 248-2481. For directions and further detailed information, contact Sarah R. Ward, WWCTU President, at (765) 345-2306
In order to make full use of the DVD disk, we video taped on the same evening also a second powerpoint lecture entitled How to Build a Happy and Lasting Marriage. This is one of my favorite sermon where I share the highlights
of my book The Marriage Covenant, by presenting 10 biblical principles for
building a happy and lasting marriage. I use 100 powerpoint slides to deliver this
practical lecture, which has been warmly received by congregations in different
parts of the world.
At this time you can order this DVD album, called ABUNDANT LIFE SEMINAR, at the special introductory offer of only $50.00, instead of the regular
price of $100.00. The price includes the AIRMAILING to any foreign country.
You can order the ABUNDANT LIFE DVD album online or by phone. To
order online simply click at this link: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/cart/
catalog/product_info.php?cPath=23&products_id=102 To order by phone, call
us at (269) 471-2915.

Introduction to Prof. Jon Paulien’s Essay
“Armageddon: A Military Conﬂict or a Battle for the Mind?”
By Samuele Bacchiocchi, Ph.D.,
Retired Professor of Church History, Andrews University
The author of this newsletter, Prof. Jon Paulien, Ph. D., is well-known to
our subscribers, having contributed several perceptive articles. He is one of the
most respected Adventist scholars, and he is rightly regarded as a leading Adventist authority on the book of Revelation which he has taught at the Andrews
University Theological Seminary for the past 25 years, while serving as the
chairman of the New Testament Department.
Few weeks ago (July 2007), Prof. Paulien and his family moved to Loma
Linda University, where he will serve as the Dean of the School of Religion. Besides researching, writings, and teaching, he lectures extensively in many parts
of the world.
My admiration for Prof. Paulien’s publications dealing with the relevance
of the book of Revelation for today, led me to encourage him to produce a live
video recording of a mini Revelation Seminar. To facilitate the realization of
this project, I offered to sponsor it ﬁnancially. I feel that our Adventist church
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at large will be richly blessed by Prof. Paulien’s fresh insights into the book of
Revelation. He chose to call the seminar Simply Revelation, because its aim
is to simply to bring out the message of Revelation—not to read into Revelation
sensational, but senseless views.
The Simply Revelation seminar consists of four one-hour live video lectures, which have just been recorded in the studio of Andrews University. An
impressive virtual studio provides the background of the lectures. Each lecture
is delivered with about 50 powerpoint slides.
Pastors who have shown Simply Revelation to their congregations have
expressed their deep appreciation for the fresh insights into the Book of Revelation. You can order online Simply Revelation by clicking at this link: http://
www.biblicalperspectives.com/revelation/ or by calling us at (269) 471-2915.
The Bible Study you are about to read on “Armageddon: A Military Conﬂict or a Battle for the Mind?” offers you a sample of Prof. Paulien’s way to
interpret Revelation. You will soon appreciate his painstaking efforts to interpret
the most difﬁcult texts of Revelation regarding Armageddon, the fall of Babylon,
and the drying up of the river Euphrates, not on the basis of current history,
but on the foundation of OT sacred history. He traces the origin of Revelation’s
images in messages of OT prophets with whom John the Revelator was well
familiar. This kind of faithful interpretation of Revelation, has long been needed
in our Adventist Church.
Before expressing judgements on Prof. Paulien’s interpretation of Armageddon, take time to read thoughtfully the whole essay. By the time you reach
the end, most likely you will accept his conclusion as biblical sound and will
appreciate the relevance of Armageddon for your personal life today. Feel free
to email your comments or questions directly to Prof. Jon Paulien. His email
address is: <jonp@andrews.edu>

“Armageddon: A Military Conﬂict or a Battle for the Mind?”
Jon Paulien, Ph. D., Dean, School of Religion
Loma Linda University
Studying the New Testament is a lot like traveling through a beautiful picturesque country. There are many beautiful things to see and yet there is the
sense that the best is yet to come. Every so often you catch a brief glimpse of
something way in the future. 2 Thessalonians 2 is one of those places. Some
people call it The Little Apocalypse, because so much information about the end
of the world is stuffed into such a small space (we visited there brieﬂy in Chapter
Five).
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While Revelation gives us the big picture, there is so much fascinating detail that we may miss the forest for the trees. So before we explore the Battle of
Armageddon, let’s catch a glimpse of the big picture by reading 2 Thess 2:7-8
(ESV): “For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work. Only he who now
restrains it will do so until he is out of the way. And then the lawless one will be
revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will kill with the breath of his mouth and bring
to nothing by the appearance of his coming” (2 Thess 2:7-8, ESV).
This text tells us that there are two basic types of knowing in the time between the ﬁrst and second advents of Jesus. And these two types of knowing
come one after the other, in two historical phases. First of all there is the present
time, which is a time of mystery, a time of restraint, in other words, a time of
ambiguity. Things are not as clear as we would like. In the words of Paul, “We
know in part. . . We prophesy in part. . . We see through a glass darkly” (based
on 1 Cor 13:9-12).
A Time of Ambiguity
During this time of ambiguity, there is no clear distinction, for example,
between good and evil. There are good people who do bad things, often unintentionally. There are evil people who from time to time do things that are
amazingly good or beneﬁcial to many. And there is no ideal nation. While some
nations may have a more positive inﬂuence than others, we discover a lot of
ambiguity when we get away from the siren songs of blind patriotism.
Our present age is a time of mystery and ambiguity. During this time of
ambiguity we need to avoid the temptation to believe that we have everything
perfectly clear. A certain amount of humility is needed. But this can be difﬁcult
for many. Whenever I have question and answer sessions with church groups
there are always people who want to know all about the difﬁcult and obscure
texts of the Bible. They want to know how to interpret the Seals and the Trumpets. They want clarity out of Daniel 11. And if I can’t provide clarity for them,
they are determined to provide it for themselves. They ask questions like, “According to the Bible, the secrets things belong to God (Deut 29:29). What are
those secret things?” What are they? I have no idea! That’s why the Bible calls
them secret things! And I suspect that some of those secret things will always
belong to God, simply because God is God and we are limited in the amount we
can understand.
But there is some hope for curiosity seekers. According to 2 Thess 2:7-8
there is a time of revelation coming, a time when good and evil will be clearly
distinguished. That is what the Battle of Armageddon is all about. Revelation
16-17 unpacks the time of “revelation” in 2 Thessalonians 2. It describes as
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clearly as we can understand ahead of time, just what the ﬁnal events will be
like. The drama of the Battle of Armageddon breaks through the ambiguity, it
unpacks many of the secret things. To the degree that human beings can understand the future, the picture comes into focus in the chapters we are about to
explore together.
Beginning with Revelation 16:12 we get into the heart of the end-time battle. We will gain a considerable amount of clarity regarding the consummation
of all things. The purpose of these texts is to show how the powers that oppose
God and His people at the end of time will meet their end. They also help us understand how to stay true to God in the ﬁnal tests to come. In order to understand
the battle of Armageddon we begin with the sixth angel in a pivotal verse (Revelation 16:12). That verse introduces a brief summary of Armageddon (Revelation 16:12-21) that is expanded by a more detailed elaboration in the chapters
that follow (Revelation 17-19).
Before I begin, let me say a word about one of my favorite professors, Han
LaRondelle. Dr. LaRondelle was the teacher who most strongly inspired me to
study Revelation and to particularly investigate the role of the Old Testament in
the study of the book. He also encouraged me to read the work of Louis Were,
an Adventist evangelist and mentor of his. Although much of what follows in
this chapter comes from my own textual work, I know that my debt to Dr. LaRondelle, in particular, is deep beyond measure. May he continue to live long and
prosper!
Four Major Steps to Interpret the Symbolic Visions of Revelation
But while the Battle of Armageddon chapters are designed to bring a basic
clarity to the mysteries of the End, the truths do not lie on the surface. These are
extremely challenging texts that have been subject to a wide variety of interpretations in the past. So before we get deeply into these texts it would be helpful to
quickly review the basic steps of interpretation that were laid out in the opening
book of this series, The Deep Things of God. If you have not read this book, you
will want to do so. It provides, in considerable detail, the tools and processes that
allow the teachings of Revelation to emerge naturally from the text. The goal
is to understand God’s intent for the book rather than read our own ideas and
concerns into the puzzling imagery of the text. I will summarize the interpretive
strategy of the book brieﬂy here.
There are four major steps involved in unpacking the symbolic visions of
the Apocalypse. The ﬁrst is like the strategy used in any other passage of the
New Testament. I called it “basic exegesis.” That means to carefully examine the
words, the phrases, the grammar and the syntax of every verse in which you are
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interested. You use dictionaries, concordances and commentaries to assemble as
much information as you can about the text in its original setting. These are all
carefully compared with what can be learned about the history, culture and setting of ﬁrst century Asia Minor, the place to which the book was written.
But in Revelation you can understand perfectly well what the text is saying
and still have no idea what the text means. For example, it is clear that the ﬁrst
trumpet (Rev 8:7) portrays an angel in heaven blowing a trumpet with the consequence that hail and ﬁre, mixed with blood, are thrown to the earth, burning up a
third of the earth, a third of the trees and all the green grass. There is no question
as to what the text is saying. The issue is, what does the text mean?
That is where careful study of Revelation has exposed three further strategies for understanding texts like the ﬁrst trumpet. You examine the text in light
of the overall structure of the book, you examine the allusions and echos to the
Old Testament in the text, and you discover the impact that the gospel has had in
transforming Old Testament images in the light of what Christ has done for us.
All three of these extended strategies will be needed in order to understand what
is going on in Rev 16:12 (my translation): “The sixth angel poured out his bowl
on the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up in order that the way of
the kings from the rising of the sun might be prepared.”
The Euphrates River
As with the ﬁrst trumpet, the images are fairly plain on the surface. It is not
hard to understand what the text says, but it is much more difﬁcult to know what
the text means. So we need to apply the more extensive four-step method summarized above.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the “bowl” in this text is probably
a sanctuary image drawn from the Old Testament. But while this image is drawn
from the sanctuary, in Revelation the bowls cause major destruction to the earth
and its people: sores, water turning to blood, rivers and springs turning to blood,
and the sun scorching people with intense heat. By comparison with the previous plagues, the sixth plague seems like nothing. It is merely the drying up of
one of the world’s thousands of rivers. Not only so, the Euphrates River historically has been something of a seasonal river that dries up from time to time. But
ﬁrst impressions in Revelation are often far from the mark. There is much more
below the surface of this text.
One of the distinguishing marks of the Euphrates River in ancient times was
that it passed right through the center of Babylon, an ancient city that was the
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capital of an ancient empire. Babylon was something like Kansas City. There are
two cities in two different states, divided only by the Missouri River. Although
divided by the river and political barriers, Kansas City is one uniﬁed city for
all practical purposes. So the mention of the Euphrates River in this text probably sets the table for the many mentions of Babylon in the passages to follow
(Rev 16:19; 17:5; 18:2, 10, 21). And whatever the Euphrates River means in this
verse, its drying up prepares the way for the kings who come from the rising of
the sun, whoever they are.
What is the Meaning of the Drying up of the Euphrates?
There are three crucial questions that come to mind as one strives to unpack
the deeper meaning of Rev 16:12. First, what does the Euphrates River mean in
this text? Is it literally the Euphrates River in ancient Mesopotamia? Or is it a
symbol of something else? Second, what is the drying up all about? Is that literal or symbolic? Third, who are the kings from the rising of the sun? Are they
speciﬁc world powers or something else?
We will be able to answer these three questions by applying the three extended strategies noted above.
(1) John explains the meaning of the Euphrates River in chapter 17, so the key to
understand that image will be found by examining the larger context.
(2) The secret of its drying up emerges, however, only from a careful examination of the Old Testament tradition of Babylon’s fall in Jeremiah 50-51 and Isaiah 44-47. Understanding John’s allusions to the Old Testament are often critical
to correct interpretation.
(3) The kings from the rising of the sun can be understood by examining the
meaning of the “rising sun” elsewhere in the New Testament. Revelation is a
New Testament book and many aspects of the book can only be understood with
reference to the other 26 books of the New Testament.
So let’s take a look ﬁrst at how the larger structure of the book of Revelation clearly explains the signiﬁcance of the Euphrates River in the text at hand.
One of the seven bowl angels of Revelation 16 returns to explain something to
John. “One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to me,
‘Come, I will show you the punishment of the great prostitute, who sits on many
waters’” (Rev 17:1).
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The Meaning of “Many Waters”
Clearly, this vision and what follows is intended to explain one of the seven
bowl-plagues of chapter sixteen. But which one? Notice that the angel invites
John to observe the punishment of “the great prostitute” who sits on many waters. So the bowl-plague being explained must have something to do with water.
A quick survey of the seven last plagues in Revelation 16 reveals that three of
the plagues have something to do with water. The second plague falls on the
sea, the third plague falls on the rivers and springs of the earth, and the sixth
plague falls on the Euphrates River. The crucial question is, which of those three
plagues is in view here? Chapter 17 will be an elaboration of that plague.
It helps to notice that the concept of “many waters” didn’t come out of
thin air. It is found in Jer 51:12-13 (NIV): “Lift up a banner against the walls of
Babylon! Reinforce the guard, station the watchmen, prepare an ambush! The
LORD will carry out his purpose, his decree against the people of Babylon. You
who live by many waters and are rich in treasures, your end has come, the time
for you to be cut off.” What are the many waters that Babylon lives near? The
water of the Euphrates River! This is conﬁrmed when we discover the identity
of the great prostitute in Rev 17:4-5 (ESV): “The woman was arrayed in purple
and scarlet, . . . And on her forehead was written a name of mystery: ‘Babylon
the great, mother of prostitutes and of earth’s abominations.’”
The great prostitute is none other than Babylon the Great, the twin city on
both banks of the Euphrates River! The two halves of Babylon were each about
a square mile. If the great prostitute is Babylon then the “many waters” of verse
1 must be the Euphrates River. So it should be fairly obvious by now that the
angel who comes to John at the beginning of Revelation seventeen is the sixth
angel who had poured his bowl on the great river Euphrates. This same angel has
returned to elaborate on the sixth plague.
In many parts of the Middle East, rainfall in minimal or non-existent. A
place that has an abundance of water is truly worthy of notice. One such place
is Egypt, where the Nile River’s massive ﬂow is fed by the snow-capped mountains of northeast central Africa. The other such place is Mesopotamia (which
means “between the rivers”), where the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers ﬂow
from the snow-capped mountains of Turkey and Iran. Dry places can have lots
of fresh water if the rivers that pass through them are fed from places where the
rain and snow are abundant.
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What Does the River Euphrates Represent?
But this still leaves open the question, What does the Euphrates River mean
in this text? Is it literally the Euphrates River in ancient Mesopotamia? Or is
it a symbol of something else? Interpreters have offered a number of different
answers to these questions. Some have suggested that the Euphrates River represents. . . the Euphrates River! Duh! While this is certainly a possibility in any
biblical text, I don’t think that is the correct interpretation here, as we will see.
Other interpreters have suggested that the Euphrates River represents the
land or the territory through which the river ﬂows. One problem with that view
is that the territory through which the Euphrates River ﬂows seems to have
changed hands an awful lot in the course of history. In the nineteenth century the
entire length of the Euphrates River ﬂowed through Turkey. Today most of the
Euphrates River ﬂows through territory called Iraq. For a time, some interpreters
thought the Euphrates River represented Saddam Hussein, but that interpretation
looks a bit dated now. Still others have branched out even further and suggested
that the Euphrates River represents Middle Eastern oil. The drying up of the
river would then represent a shortage of oil supplies.
All of these interpretations have been convincing to some people at one
time or another. But let me ask you a question. If John himself provides the
meaning of the Euphrates River in his outline of the vision, does it make sense
to pursue any other interpretation than the one that John himself gives us? I think
the answer to that question is obvious. So let’s see what Revelation itself tells us
about the Euphrates River.
The capstone of the angel’s instruction to John is found in verse 15 (ESV):
“And the angel said to me, ‘The waters that you saw, where the prostitute is
seated, . . .” Where have we heard this language before? This is a reference back
to verse one! There the angel told John he would be shown a great prostitute who
sits on many waters. So now in verse 15 the angel is about to explain the meaning of the Euphrates River! The waters which John saw in verse one “are peoples
and multitudes and nations and languages.”
It is now clear that the Euphrates River does not represent itself. Neither
does it represent a single nation or the leader of a nation, like Saddam Hussein.
It also does not represent a substance like Middle Eastern oil. In the book of
Revelation the Euphrates River is representative of the civil and secular
powers of the entire world. All nations, all races, all ethnic groups, all language groups are represented. Euphrates River is a symbol of the political
and military powers of the world that will give their support to end-time
Babylon.
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Babylon, by contrast, is something other than the political powers of this
world. Prostitute Babylon is described in dress similar to that worn by the High
Priest of Old Testament Israel (Rev 17:4-5; cf. Exod 28 and 39). She also suffers
the fate of a priest’s daughter for her prostitution (Rev 17:16; cf. Lev 21:9). So
Prostitute Babylon clearly represents a religious power at the End that is hostile
to the Lamb and to those who are with him (17:14).
Are you beginning to see that the sixth plague must be more signiﬁcant
than it appeared at ﬁrst glance? After all, if we are dealing with the drying up of
a river that is often dry in the late summer, the plague doesn’t amount to much.
But if the Euphrates River symbolizes the civil, secular and political powers of
this world, the drying up of that Euphrates becomes a very major event in earth’s
history. The procedure we have just followed shows that the book of Revelation often interprets its own symbols, if we are patient enough to search it with
care.
When modern nations are working loosely together for a common cause we
often call it an alliance (like N.A.T.O., for example). When a particular nation
is powerful enough and determined enough to dominate others by force we call
it an empire. At the end of time, the Euphrates River represents the power of
many nations supporting the end-time empire of Babylon. What would the drying up of the Euphrates River mean then? Probably the nations’ withdrawal of
support for end-time Babylon. When end-time Babylon loses its support system
of nations it will fall. How Babylon falls at the end of time is clariﬁed when we
examine the Old Testament background the drying up of the Euphrates River.
The Drying Up of the Euphrates
Let me remind you, if you have read The Deep Things of God, that the
Book of Revelation parallels the Old Testament in two different ways. They are
called allusions and echos. The purpose of an allusion is to point the reader to a
speciﬁc passage of the Old Testament and to apply its signiﬁcance to Revelation.
In an allusion John intends the reader to recognize the connection between texts
and to be aware of the larger context in the Old Testament. The Old Testament
context helps explain the meaning of Revelation. A word, a phrase, a symbol
can become a picture that replaces a thousand words. Recognizing an allusion
opens fresh windows into the author’s meaning. Missing the allusion leaves the
author’s meaning in doubt.
An echo, on the other hand, is not based on conscious intention. John may
use the language of the Old Testament without being consciously aware of where
in the Old Testament that language came from. An echo is a usage that is “in the
air,” people just pick it up from the environment in which they live. It would be
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particularly easy to echo the Old Testament if you grew up in a Jewish synagogue where you constantly heard the Old Testament quoted and referred to in
various ways. It would be natural for you to use language from the Old Testament but you would not always be aware that the Old Testament was the source
of the expressions you were using.
Old Testament Allusions to Babylon’s Fall
The point here is that when the author of Revelation alludes to the Old
Testament, the purpose is for the reader to incorporate the whole context of that
passage into the narrative at hand. The “drying up the River Euphrates” is about
more than just a simple description of a river during dry season. That phrase
connects us with an entire narrative background from the Old Testament. In
order to understand John’s vision you have to understand the narrative world in
which he lived. To miss that world is to misunderstand and misuse the text.
In Revelation 16-18 there are multiple allusions to the Old Testament’s
description of Babylon’s fall. The Old Testament story can be found in three
places: Jeremiah 50-51; Isaiah 44-47; and Daniel 5. I want to call your attention particularly to Jeremiah 50 and 51. We will begin with Jer 50:33-34 (NIV):
“This is what the LORD Almighty says: ‘The people of Israel are oppressed,
and the people of Judah as well. All their captors hold them fast, refusing to let
them go. Yet their Redeemer is strong; the LORD Almighty is his name. He will
vigorously defend their cause so that he may bring rest to their land, but unrest
to those who live in Babylon.”
This text makes it clear that Babylon’s fall was not an accident. It was part
of the direct purpose of God. Babylon had become an oppressor of Israel and
God desired to demonstrate His power to defend and deliver His people. At
one time God had used Babylon to discipline and correct His people. But the
Babylonians went too far in this role and became abusive. God may practice
discipline but He does not approve of abuse and oppression.
When Israel’s time of discipline was up (70 years of captivity), God intended to free them even if the Babylonians wouldn’t. God continues His indictment of the Babylonians: “A sword against the Babylonians!” declares the
LORD– “against those who live in Babylon and against her ofﬁcials and wise
men! A sword against her false prophets! They will become fools. A sword
against her warriors! They will be ﬁlled with terror” (Jer 50:35-36; NIV)
In this text the Lord declares an attack against the Babylonians. But He does
not leave the language general, He speciﬁcally targets Babylon’s ofﬁcials, her
wise men, her false prophets and her warriors. What are we dealing with here?
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It is a listing of the people who make Babylon strong; her administrators, her
thinkers, her religious leaders and her military personnel. A nation is no stronger
than the quality of those who lead her and who ﬁght for her. The prophecy continues: “A sword against her horses and chariots and all the foreigners in her
ranks! They will become women. A sword against her treasures! They will be
plundered” (Jer 50:37, NIV).
The Drying Up of the Euphrates
The previous verses talk about ofﬁcials, wise men and warriors. Now this
verse talks about horses and chariots, mercenary troops and treasures. What is
this all about? Again this is a listing of the resources that make Babylon strong!
Horses and chariots were like the tanks of the ancient world. Babylon’s ﬁnancial
resources were also signiﬁcant in her defense. With lots of treasure she could
rent or lease the armies of other nations to ﬁght for her. Babylon is only as strong
as the resources of people and treasures that defend her. But there is one more resource that has not yet been listed: “A drought on her waters! They will dry up.
For it is a land of idols, idols that will go mad with terror” (Jer 50:38, NIV).
What are the waters being dried up here? The waters of Babylon, the Euphrates River! You see, the Euphrates River was part of the defenses of ancient
Babylon. It provided a moat around the city that made an attack against the walls
almost impossible to carry out. But the Euphrates River was even more than this
in Jer 50:38. It had become a symbol of all the resources that supported ancient
Babylon. The Euphrates River not only represented the physical moat around the
city, but all the warriors and ofﬁcials and treasures that made Babylon strong.
To dry up the Euphrates River meant Babylon’s loss of all the resources that she
needed to survive.
God’s judgment on Babylon was repeated in Jer 51:36-37; NIV): “Therefore, this is what the LORD says: ‘See, I will defend your cause and avenge
you; I will dry up her sea and make her springs dry. Babylon will be a heap
of ruins, a haunt of jackals, an object of horror and scorn, a place where no one
lives.”
Once again we see that the drying up of the Euphrates River is the triggering event that results in the destruction of ancient Babylon. When we remember
the drying up of the Euphrates in Rev 16:12, we now realize that there is a whole
narrative history lying behind that simple statement. When Revelation 17:15
interprets the Euphrates River as a symbol of the civil and secular powers of
this world in support of end-time Babylon, it is using the Euphrates River in a
way consistent with its usage in the Old Testament. Readers familiar with the
Old Testament would ﬁnd the interpretation of the Euphrates in Revelation quite
consistent with its meaning in the past.
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The Prophetic Signiﬁcance of the Drying Up of the Euphrates
But there are a few more things to learn about the drying up of the Euphrates River and the fall of Babylon in the Old Testament. For these we turn to
Isaiah 44, another great fall of Babylon text. “This is what the LORD says–your
Redeemer, who formed you in the womb: I am the LORD, who has made all
things, . . . who carries out the words of his servants and fulﬁlls the predictions of his messengers, who says of Jerusalem, ‘It shall be inhabited,’ of the
towns of Judah, ‘They shall be built,’ and of their ruins, ‘I will restore them,’
who says to the watery deep, ‘Be dry, and I will dry up your streams,’ who
says of Cyrus, ‘He is my shepherd and will accomplish all that I please; he will
say of Jerusalem, ‘Let it be rebuilt,’ and of the temple, ‘Let its foundations
be laid’” (Isa 44:24-28; NIV).
The words “watery deep” and “I will dry up your streams” are further
references to the drying up of the Euphrates River. So Isaiah 44 introduces another fall of Babylon passage. But there are two additional elements here that we
did not ﬁnd in Jeremiah 50-51. There is a mention of Cyrus, the king of Persia
who would actually accomplish the conquest of Babylon. There is also a mention of the rebuilding of Jerusalem, God’s ultimate purpose for Babylon’s fall.
Prophecy predicted both the fall of Babylon and the restoration of Jerusalem.
These things happened in history because God said they would.
This mention of Jerusalem shows that prophecy has a spiritual purpose. The
Bible does not depict God as particularly interested in the rise and fall of the nations as such. The ebb and ﬂow of politics come into scriptural play only when
the people of God and the cause of God are somehow affected. Babylon’s fate
becomes important when she hinders the work that God is trying to accomplish
on this earth.
God’s Call of Cyrus to Accomplish His Purpose
Prophecies are given, not to satisfy our curiosity about political events, but
to describe a just and caring God who delivers His oppressed people and rebuilds the places that matter to them. And He summons Cyrus to be His agent on
earth. “This is what the LORD says to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand
I take hold of to subdue nations before him and to strip kings of their armor, to
open doors before him so that gates will not be shut. . .” (Isa 45:1; NIV).
There are a couple of things I want you to notice about this verse. First of
all, it tells us that the Lord Himself will see that the gates of Babylon are open
when the armies of Cyrus arrive. While Cyrus may use engineering skills to
divert the ﬂow of the river so that his soldiers can march on the dry river bed, it
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still won’t gain him entrance into the city unless the gates along the river bank
are open. So a hundred years before it happens, God assures Cyrus that He is in
control of the one part of the situation Cyrus can’t control.
The other thing I want you to notice is that God calls Cyrus His “anointed.”
The Hebrew word for “anointed” is meshiach, from which we get the English
word “Messiah.” There are only two places in the Old Testament where the word
“Messiah” is used for a future deliverer. One of these is generally understood as
a prophecy of Jesus (Dan 9:25). The other is found here, a reference to Cyrus.
God calls Cyrus, a pagan king, Messiah! This is truly amazing when you read up
to verse 4 in the same chapter (NIV): “For the sake of Jacob my servant, of Israel
my chosen, I summon you by name and bestow on you a title of honor, though
you do not acknowledge me.” Messiah Cyrus is not a believer, yet God graces
him with a title of honor.
What is this title of honor that God bestows on Cyrus? It is clearly the term
“Messiah” in verse one. God summons Cyrus by name a hundred years in advance and calls him Messiah, even though Cyrus does not acknowledge Him.
He is a pagan king. He is an unbeliever. Yet God calls Cyrus Messiah. God is
more open-minded than we are! If you and I were consulted about this decision
we would object. God has no business using such a term with regard to an unbeliever! But He did! Why? Because Cyrus was the one He would use to deliver
His people: “For the sake of Jacob my servant and Israel my chosen.”
The title was appropriate because Cyrus would function as a type of the
Messiah who would one day deliver God’s people from the bondage of this
bleak existence. And let me just note in anticipation, Cyrus came to Babylon
from the east! He came from Persia, modern-day Iran, which lies to the east of
Iraq, the location of ancient Babylon.
Although the predictions were written 50 to 150 years before Cyrus came
on the scene, the historical fulﬁllment was exact and is conﬁrmed by ancient
historians such as Herodotus and Thucydides. The armies of Cyrus came from
the east, camped north of Babylon. His engineers excavated a depression in the
nearby landscape and diverted the ﬂow of the Euphrates River into that depression, allowing Cyrus’ soldiers to march under the river gates into the city.
Timing the diversion to take advantage of a feast day inside the city, Cyrus’
soldiers discovered that drunken guards had left open the gates along the river
bank. They poured into the city, conquering it and killing its ruler, Belshazzar
(described in Daniel 5). In the months and years that followed Cyrus initiated
a process in which the scattered remnant of Israel were encouraged to go back
home and rebuild the temple and the city of Jerusalem.
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The Connection Between the Battle of Armageddon and Babylon’s Fall
Notice the total sequence once more: In Old Testament times, Cyrus, king
of Persia, dried up the literal Euphrates River in order to conquer Babylon, to let
Israel go free and to rebuild Jerusalem. This narrative clearly sets the foundation
for the last portion of the Book of Revelation. In the Book of Revelation an endtime Cyrus (the “kings from the rising of the sun”) dries up the end-time River
Euphrates, conquers end-time Babylon to deliver end-time Israel and build a
New Jerusalem! The fundamental narrative substructure of the battle of Armageddon is grounded in the Old Testament story of Cyrus and Babylon’s fall.
The conquest of Cyrus is, so to speak, a subtext for everything that happens in
Revelation 16-22. To notice this connection is to understand what is going on in
the Battle of Armageddon. To miss this connection is to miss the point of these
end-time events.
As mentioned before, Adventist interpreters and evangelists have made
many helpful observations with regard to the understanding of Revelation and
the ﬁnal events of earth’s history. But we have had a tendency to move so quickly from text to history that we often miss the fundamental story in the vision
itself. This can keep us from understanding the full picture that God wants us to
have. When we interpret Revelation on the basis of a full understanding of its
background in the Old Testament many things that were mysterious before are
cleared up.
Kings From the Rising of the Sun
Coming back to Rev 16:12, we have learned from the context that the Euphrates River represents the civil and secular powers of this world (Rev 17:15).
From the Old Testament we learned how the Euphrates River functioned as a
symbol of the political, economic and military resources of Babylon (particularly Jer 50:33-38). In Rev 16:12 the water of the Euphrates River was dried up
to prepare the way for the kings from the sunrise. To understand the “kings from
the sunrise” it is helpful to look at how the term “sunrise” is used throughout the
New Testament.
When you turn to the New Testament, you learn that the term for “sunrise”
is used in two different ways: 1) as a directional reference, and 2) as a symbol of
Jesus Christ and the work that He is accomplishing. The term is used, ﬁrst of all,
in the birth narratives of Matthew. The wise men who brought gifts to the baby
Jesus came from the “east” (Matt 2:1, 2, 9). So the term “sunrise” can simply
mean “east.” “Which way did you go?” “Oh, I went toward the sunrise.”
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Such usages are probably not theologically signiﬁcant. But the second type
of usage, the more symbolic one, is much more interesting. Around the time
when John the Baptist was born, his father Zechariah sang a song of celebration,
indicating that John would prepare the way for someone greater than he: “And
you, child, will be called the prophet of the Most High; for you will go before
the Lord to prepare his ways, to give knowledge of salvation to his people in the
forgiveness of their sins, because of the tender mercy of our God, whereby the
sunrise shall visit us from on high. . . (Luke 1:76-78).
This passage contains a clear reference to the ﬁrst coming of Jesus. The
term “sunrise” itself seems to be a title or name for the future Messiah. It is also
applied to Jesus in Matthew 24:27, as the direction from which Jesus will come
the second time. The term is also used in Revelation 7:2, where an angel–either Christ or His agent–ascends from the rising of the sun. So throughout the
New Testament “sunrise” is used either as a directional term or as a reference to
Christ, it is never used in a negative sense. So while the kings from the “east”
in Rev 16:12 could merely indicate the direction from which the kings came, in
light of the total picture it seems that they are related to Christ in some way.
The Kings from the East Are an Endtime Confederacy of the Saints
But if that is the case, why are “the kings” in plural? In the original subtext, Cyrus is “the king” and to use the singular in Rev 16:12 would seem to
make more sense. But the answer to the question is probably found in Rev 17:14
(ESV), where the nations of the world “will make war on the Lamb, and the
Lamb will conquer them, for he is Lord of lords and King of kings, and those
with him are called and chosen and faithful.”
In the ﬁnal battle the Lamb is not alone, He is “king of kings,” there are
many kings with Him. Who are these fellow kings? His called, chosen and faithful believers. These are the very ones called “kings and priests” earlier in the
book (Rev 1:5; 5:9-10). So the “kings from the sunrise” are none other than
Christ and his followers in the ﬁnal battle of earth’s history. The drying up of the
Euphrates River prepares the way for the ﬁnal victory of Christ and His people
at the end of time. In the end-time battle, God’s side is called the “kings from the
east.”
So the kings from the rising of the sun are actually an end-time confederacy
of the saints (Rev 14:12) from every nation, tribe, language and people (Rev
14:6). They are named by many names in Revelation. They are the remnant (Rev
12:17), they are the 144,000 (Rev 7:4-9 and 14:1-5), they are the great multitude (Rev 7:9-12), they are those who keep watch and hang onto their garments
(Revelation 16:15), they are the called, chosen and faithful followers of Jesus
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(Rev 17:14) and they are, of course, the kings from the rising of the sun (Rev
16:12). The key to their victory in the ﬁnal battle is the drying up of the Euphrates River.
A Battle for the Mind
In the last days of earth’s history, therefore, there will be a world-wide confederacy of the saints. All over the world, there will be people who are faithful to
Jesus and on His side in the ﬁnal crisis. They will worship Him and Him alone.
They will probably not be tightly organized in any institutional sense. But they
are clearly deﬁned in terms of their behavior.
But what kind of battle is the Battle of Armageddon? What kind of role will
the saints have in this battle? My study of the New Testament tells me that the
Battle of Armageddon is not so much about tanks and planes and artillery as it
is a battle for the mind of every human being on earth (Rev 14:7; 16:15). It is a
battle between two trinities, each employing a trio of angels to persuade human
beings to their side of the conﬂict (Rev 14:6-12; 16:13,14).
Armageddon will be the conclusion of a war that has gone on throughout
Christian history. The clearest description of that war is found in the second letter of Paul to the Corinthians: “For though we live in the world, we do not wage
war as the world does. The weapons we ﬁght with are not the weapons of the
world” (2 Cor 10:3-4; NIV).
A Spiritual Battle
What are the weapons of this world? In the Greek the phrase “weapons
of the world” is literally “ﬂeshly” weapons. What is a ﬂeshly weapon? It is a
weapon that tears you apart in a physical sense. AK-47 assault riﬂes are ﬂeshly
weapons. A-10 tank-killer aircraft are ﬂeshly weapons. F-15 Screaming Eagles
are ﬂeshly weapons. M1A1 tanks are ﬂeshly weapons. Paul is telling us that
the kind of warfare the followers of Christ are involved with is not waged with
ﬂeshly weapons. The weapons of our spiritual warfare are different. “The weapons we ﬁght with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have
divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish arguments and every pretention that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive
every thought to make it obedient to Christ” (2 Cor 10:4-5; NIV)
Have you had to struggle with your thoughts today? That’s what the battle
of Armageddon is all about! It is a battle for the mind. A battle against false
ideas, a battle against the power of the enemy, a battle for self-control. And in
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that battle God will have on His side people of every nation, language, tribe, and
religious background, a world-wide confederacy of the saints.
Military Language as a Metaphor of the Gospel
The language of Revelation 16 and 17 is military language. This has led
many people to assume that the great battle at the end of time will be World
War III, a military engagement among the nations of the world on a scale never
before seen. But ﬁrst impressions are not always accurate. The language of the
Battle of Armageddon is military, the names and concepts are drawn from battles
in the Old Testament, but the meaning is spiritual. Military language is utilized
as a metaphor of the gospel.
Israel in the New Testament is a metaphor for the church, all those who
take hold of the gospel and faithfully follow the path of Jesus. Cyrus becomes a
symbol of Christ and His people. Babylon and the Euphrates River have become
metaphors of the global enemies of God at the end of earth’s history. In Revelation, things are not always what they seem.
That means that the great battle at the End will have extremely personal
implications. Every person on earth will be brought to a decision in favor either
of the true trinity or of the counterfeit. The most sobering aspect of the teaching
of Revelation is its assertion that the decision cannot be put off forever. There
will come a time when the angels will no longer hold back the winds, it will be
too late to get sealed (Rev 7:1-3). It will be too late to hear the gospel mysteries
proclaimed (Rev 10:7). There will be no more intercessor in the heavenly temple
(Rev 15:5-8). The ﬁlthy and unjust remain ﬁlthy and unjust (Rev 22:11). And
this close of human probation is consistently portrayed as happening before the
End. From the human perspective, the destiny of every person on earth will be
ﬁxed, yet life will go on for a time. Most will not know when that awful hour
takes place.
The biblical picture of the Battle of Armageddon, therefore, calls us all to
accountability. Our decisions and our actions matter a great deal in the ultimate
scheme of things. In the small everyday battles we have with our thoughts, we
are practicing for the bigger battles to come. The greatest battle for the Christian is a battle for the mind—to focus on the real priorities of life. The battle of
Armageddon is about intellectual, emotional, and spiritual allegiance. The great
task that Christians face now is to discipline our minds and control our thoughts
in order to prepare to be on God’s side in the ﬁnal battle of earth’s history.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
SPECIAL FIRST TIME OFFER OF 10 DVD/CD ALBUMS FOR ONLY
$150.00, INSTEAD OF THE REGULAR PRICE OF $950.00
This offer may sound too good to be true. For the ﬁrst time I am offering
together as a package all the 10 DVD/CD albums, containing the recordings of
Prof. Jon Paulien, Prof. Graeme Bradford, and my own. Until now I have offered
all these recordings separately, costing considerably more. To make it possible
for many to beneﬁt from all these timely messages, I have decided to offer them
together as a package for only $150.00, instead of the regular price of $950.00.
THE PACKAGE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING 9 ALBUMS:
1) Prof. Jon Paulien's newly released DVD ALBUM video seminar on Simply Revelation.
2) Prof. Jon Paulien's CD ALBUM with a dozen of his books, and all his
articles.
3) Prof. Graeme Bradford's DVD ALBUM with a two hours video lecture
on Ellen White. He shares the highlights of his book More than a Prophet.
The album contains also Prof. Bradford's the publications and articles.
4) Prof. Bacchiocchi's newly recorded DVD ALBUM called ABUNDANT
LIFE SEMINAR. The album contains 2 video powerpoint lectures: The
Christian and Alcoholic Beverages and How to Build a Happy and Lasting
Marriage. These two lectures summarize the highlights of Bacchiocchi’s two
books Wine in the Bible and The Marriage Covenant. Two separate ﬁles with
225 powerpoint slides are included.
5) Prof. Bacchiocchi's DVD ALBUM containing 10 video powerpoint lectures on the Sabbath and Second Advent. Some of the lectures show the
documents Prof. Bacchiocchi found in Vatican libraries on the role of the
papacy in changing the Sabbath to Sunday. This album contains the popular powerpoint SABBATH/ADVENT seminars Prof. Bacchiocchi presents
in many countries.
6) Prof. Bacchiocchi's DVD ALBUM on Cracking the Da Vinci Code. The
album contains a two hours video lecture, professionally taped with a vitual studio as a background. A separate ﬁle with 200 powerpoint slides is
included.
7) Prof. Bacchiocchi's DVD ALBUM on The Mark and the Number of the
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Beast. The album contains the two hours video lecture and a separate powerpoint ﬁle with the 200 slides used for the lecture.
8) Prof. Bacchiocchi's CD ALBUM with all his books and powerpoint lectures. The album consists of two disks. The ﬁrst disk has all his 18 books
and over 200 articles. The second disk has the slides and script of 25 of Prof.
Bacchiocci's popular PowerPoint presentations.
9) Prof. Bacchiocchi's DVD ALBUM on The Passion of Christ. The album
contains the 2 hours live interview conducted by 3ABN on Prof. Bacchiocchi's book The Passion of Christ in Scripture and History.
10) Prof. Bacchiocchi's MP3 AUDIO ALBUM which contains 2 disks with
22 AUDIO lectures on vital biblical beliefs and practices. Ideal for listening
in your car while driving.
HOW TO ORDER THE PACKAGE OF THE 9 ALBUMS
You can see the picture of all the 10 ALBUMS and read a detailed description of them, just by clicking at this URL address:
http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/albumoffer.htm
You can order the complete package of 10 DVD/CD Albums for only
$150.00, instead of the regular price of $950.00, in four different ways:
(1) Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/albumoffer.htm
(2) Phone: By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit card
number and postal address.
(3) Email: By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.
com>. Be sure to provide your postal address, credit card number, and expiration
date.
(4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check for $150.00 to BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES, 4990 Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103, USA. We guarantee
to process your order immediately.
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NEWLY RELEASED DVD OF PROF. JON PAULIEN’S LIVE SEMINAR
ON SIMPLY REVELATION
Prof. Jon Paulien’s DVD album on SIMPLY REVELATION was released
few weeks ago. We have been airmailing the DVD album to church leaders,
pastors, and lay Adventists in different part of the world. Several pastors have
already shown the lectures to their congregations. They wrote to me saying that
viewing the lectures was an enlightening experience for their members.
My wife and I viewed Simply Revelation on our TV on a Sabbath afternoon.
Though I had already watched Prof. Paulien’s lectures during the taping session,
I was spellbound to hear him again offering so many refreshing insights into the
most difﬁcult book of the Bible. For me it is a thrilling experience listening to a
scholar like Prof. Paulien, who knows what he is talking about.
Prof. Paulien is one of the most respected Adventist scholars. Besides serving
as the chairman of the New Testament at Andrews University Theological Seminary, he writes and lectures extensively in many parts of the world. He is rightly
regarded as a leading Adventist authority on the book of Revelation which he has
taught at the Seminary for the past 20 years. His doctoral dissertation as well as
several of his books deal speciﬁcally with the Book of Revelation.
The constant demand for Prof. Paulien’s CD album with his publications and
articles, led me to discuss with him the possibility of producing a live video recording of a mini Revelation Seminar, which he chose to call Simply Revelation.
As suggested by its title, Simply Revelation aims to simply present the message
of Revelation—not to read into Revelation sensational, but senseless views.
The preparation of this video recording took several months. The Simply
Revelation seminar consists of four one-hour live video lectures, which have just
been recorded in the studio of Andrews University. An impressive virtual studio
provides the background of the lectures. Each lecture is delivered with about 50
powerpoint slides. I have spent long hours looking for suitable pictures to illustrate
the text of each slide in order to enhance the visual effect of each lecture. This
mini Revelation seminar will offer you and your congregation fresh insights into
the Book of Revelation. Be sure to inform your pastor about the newly released
Simply Revelation, if he is not aware of it.
You will be pleased to know that we have placed on a separate ﬁle all the
powerpoint slides and text used for the live video presentations. Each slide has
the script of the live lecture. This means that if you are a pastor or a lay member
who want to use Prof. Paulien’s Simply Revelation Seminar, you can pick and
choose the powerpoint slides that you like.
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The ﬁle with the powerpoint slides is placed on Prof. Paulien’s CD album
containing all his publications and articles. The reason is that there was no
memory left on the DVD disks. In spite of my pleas, Prof. Paulien was so full of
the subject that he used the full 60 minutes of his four lecture, leaving no space
for the slides’ ﬁle.
This has been a very expensive project, both in time and money. The regular
price of the DVD album is $100.00, but you can order it now at the introductory price of only $50.00. The price includes the airmailing expenses to any
overseas destination.
If you have not ordered before the CD Album with Prof. Paulien’s publications, we will be glad to add it to your DVD order for only $20.00, instead of
the regular price of $60.00. This means that you can order both the DVD album
with Prof. Paulien’s four live video lectures on Revelation and his CD album
with all his publications and the powerpoint slides of Simply Revelation, for
only $70.00, instead of the regular price of $160.00.
As an additional incentive, I am offering you together with Prof. Paulien’s
DVD/CD albums, also my own popular DVD album on The Mark and Number
of the Beast, for an additional $10.00, instead of the regular price of $100.00.
This means that you can order the DVD and CD albums by Prof, Paulien, together with my DVD album on The Mark and Number of the Beast, for only
$80.00, instead of the regular price of $260.00.
This research on The Mark and Number of the Beast, was commissioned by
Prof. Paulien himself. He asked me to trace historically the origin and use of the
Pope’s title Vicarius Filii Dei and of the number 666. I spent six months conducting this investigation which was professionally taped at the Andrews University
Towers Auditorium. I use 200 powerpoint slides to deliver this informative two
hours lecture which is warmly received by Adventist church leaders and pastors
in many parts of the world. For a detailed description of this DVD album click:
http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/Beast/BeastPromo
SPECIAL OFFER ON PAULIEN/BACCHIOCCHI’S ALBUMS
* ONE DVD Album of Prof. Paulien’s four video lectures on Simply Revelation at the introductory price of $50.00, instead of $100.00. The price includes
the airmailing expenses to any overseas destination.
* ONE DVD Album of Simply Revelation and ONE CD Album with Prof.
Paulien’s publications for only $70.00, instead of the regular price of $160.00.
The price includes the airmailing expenses to any overseas destination.
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* ONE DVD Album of Simply Revelation, ONE CD Album with Prof.
Paulien’s publications, and ONE DVD Album with Bacchiocchi’s two hours
video lecture on The Mark and Number of the Beast for only $80.00, instead
of the regular price of $260.00. The price includes the airmailing expenses to
any overseas destination.
FOUR WAYS TO ORDER
tion/

(1) Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/revela-

(2) Phone: By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit card
number and postal address.
(3) Email: By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.
com>. Be sure to provide your postal address, credit card number, and expiration
date.
(4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check to BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES, 4990
Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103, USA. We guarantee to process
your order immediately.
NEW EDITION OF BRADFORD’S MORE THAN A PROPHET
The new edition Prof. Graeme Bradford’s book More than a Prophet with
an additional 20 pages, was released few weeks ago. Many churches have ordered the book by the case of 30 copies for only $150.00, that is, $5.00 per copy,
instead of the regular price of $25.00. This book is urgently needed to restore
conﬁdence in the prophetic ministry of Ellen White by telling the truth about her
divine revelations and her human limitations.
The most gratifying responses have come from former Adventist. One lady
wrote: “After reading More than a Prophet, I am seriously reconsidering returning to the Adventist church.” It is unfortunate that many Adventists have left the
church, because they felt that they had been deceived about Ellen White. They
could not reconcile in their mind that prophets do make mistakes. But Prof. Bradford compellingly shows that the mistakes found in the Bible or in the writings
of Ellen White, do not negate the divine inspiration of their messages.
For a detailed description of More than a Prophet, together with the reviews
and a picture of the book, click at this link: http://www.biblicalperspectives.
com/BradfordOffer/offer.htm
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To facilitate the distribution of this timely book among your church members,
we are offering you two things:
1) Special discount on quantity orders of the book. Only $5.00 per copy, instead
of $25.00 for a case of 30 copies.
2) A FREE ALBUM of Prof. Bradford’s DVD with a live two hours lecture
on Ellen White. The DVD contains also a PDF ﬁle with all of Prof. Bardford’s
books and articles. The regular price of the DVD album is $100.00, but you will
receive it FREE with an order of 2 or more copies of More than a Prophet.
The reason for offering a Free Album of Prof. Bradford’s DVD live lecture
on Ellen White, is to give your members the opportunity to enjoy the highlights
of the More than a Prophet. After viewing the DVD, most members are eager
to order the book.
SPECIAL OFFER ON MORE THAN A PROPHET
ONE COPY of More than a Prophet for $20.00 (instead of $25.00), plus
$5.00 for mailing in the USA, or $10.00 for airmailing overseas.
TWO COPIES of More than a Prophet plus the DVD album with Prof.
Bradford’s live two hours lecture on Ellen White, for $50.00 (instead of the
regular price of $150.00). Add $10.00 for airmailing overseas.
THIRTY COPIES of More than a Prophet plus the DVD album with
Prof. Bradford’s live two hours lecture on Ellen White, for only $150.00,
instead of the regular price of $850.00. The price includes the mailing in the
USA. Unfortunately as of May 14, 2007, the USA Post ofﬁce no longer offers
surface mail service for overseas. Everything must be sent AIRMAIL. The cost
for airmailing a case of 30 books, is $95.00. Thus, the total cost for a case of 30
copies AIRMAILED overseas is $245.00. The advantage is that you will receive
the case within a week.
FOUR WAYS TO ORDER
(1) Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/BradfordOffer/offer.htm
(2) Phone: By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit card
number and postal address.
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(3) Email: By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.
com>. Be sure to provide your postal address, credit card number, and expiration
date.
(4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check to BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES,
4990 Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103, USA. We guarantee to
process your order immediately.
UPCOMING SEMINARS FOR THE MONTHS OF AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Gradually I am rescheduling some of the invitations I had to cancel because
of the colon cancer surgery and liver treatments. Here is a list of the upcoming
weekend seminars for the months of August,and September.
AUGUST 17-18: WHITE MEMORIAL SDA CHURCH
Location: 401 North State Street, Los Angeles, CA 90033. This is one of the most
beautiful Adventist churches that was ever built. It can seat over 2000 people.
When in 1962 Loma Linda University decided to relocate its students and faculty
to a consolidated campus in Loma Linda, the membership gradually declined
from over 2000 to the current 350.
I have reasons to believe that the new senior Pastor Benjamin Del Pozo,
D. Min., will build up the attendance. He is a creative thinker and a good communicator. He speaks with his hands like an Italian. (Please laugh!) He invited
me twice at the Temple City SDA Church where he has served for several years,
doubling the attendance. For directions amd information call Pastor Benjamin
Del Pozo at (626) 292-1305 or 323-440-1200.
AUGUST 31 - SEPTEMBER 1: DAYTONA BEACH SDA CHURCH
Location: 401 North Williamson Blvd, Daytona Beach, FL 32114.
For directions and information call Pastor William Barrett at (386) 258-1073.
SEPTEMBER 7-8: FRIENDS OF THE SABBATH CONFERENCE
Location: The Lecture Hall, Knoxville Convention Center, 701 Henley Street,
Knoxville, TN 37920. This Sabbath Conference is organized by English Prof.
Bruce Horne, Ph. D., a leader of the Seventh-day Christian Assembly in Knoxville
with about 120 members. Several non-SDA sabbatarian churches and groups from
neighboring states are participating at this Sabbath Conference.
Adventists living in the Knoxville area are encouraged to attend this Sabbath
Conference. I will be the keynote speaker on Friday evening and Saturday. We
are planning also for a panel discussion conducted by church leaders of various
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sabbatarian churches. This will be a unique opportunity to become acquainted
with other sabbatarians. For directions and information call Prof. Bruce Horne
at (865) 671-4342 or (423) 914-5475.
SEPTEMBER 15: WORLD’S WOMAN’S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
UNION CONFERENCE
Location: Adam’s Mark Hotel, 2544 Executive Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46241.
The hotel phone number is: (317) 248-2481. This is the international World’s
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union that brings together WWCTU delegates
of different denominations from all over the world.
Ellen White was very active in this organization and was often featured as
the keynote speaker. Our Adventist church had an active Temperance program in
the past. Today we hear little from our pulpit about Temperance, partly because
alcohol and drugs are seen more as a medical than a moral issue.
I have been invited to deliver the keynote address on Saturday, September
15, 2007 at 10: 30 a. m. Prior to my lecture, there will be a church service from
9:00 to 10:00 a. m. My powerpoint lecture is entitled “The Christian and Alcoholic
Beverages.” I will be sharing the highlights of my book Wine in the Bible, dealing
with the biblical imperative of total abstinence. If you live in the Indianapolis area,
I would urge you to attend the meetings, especially on Saturday. For directions
and more detail information, contact Sarah R. Ward, WWCTU President, at (765)
345-2306
SEPTEMBER 21-22: HAWAII SAMOA-TOKELAU CHURCH
Location: 1128 Banyan Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817.
For directions and information call Pastor Michael Asuega at (808) 261-7321 or
(808) 206 5892.
SEPTEMBER 28-29: HONOLULU CENTRAL SDA CHURCH
Location: 2313 Nuuanu Avenue, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817. This will be the Hawaii
Conference Convocation for all the churches in Oahu.
For directions and information, call the Hawaii Conference Ofﬁce at (808) 5957591.
INCREDIBLE NEW OFFERS ON HITACHI PROJECTORS
HITACHI has just released the new CP-X400 3000 lumens projector, which
replaces the CP-X444. The new projector has an impressive high resolution,
low fan noise, and a wealth of connectivity options. The most impressive feature
of this projector is the incredible price of only $1395.00 to help especially our
churches and schools in developing countries.
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This is the special offer on the following three models:
CP-X260 HIGH RESOLUTION 2500 LUMENS - Only $1095.00
Previous SDA price for the 2500 lumens was $2395.00.
CP-X400 HIGH RESOLUTION 3000 LUMENS - Only $1395.00
This is the lowest price for an HITACHI 3000 lumens projector.
CP-X1250 HIGH RESOLUTION 4500 LUMENS Only $3795.00
Previous SDA price for the 4500 lumens was $4900.00.
WARRANTY: The above prices include a 3 years 24/7 replacement warranty
worth about $285.00.
You can order the HITACHI projectors online by clicking at this link: http://www.
biblicalperspectives.com/cart/catalog/index.php?cPath=24
If you have a problem ordering online, call us at (269) 471-2915. We will take
your order by phone. Your order will be processed immediately.
THE SMALLEST, MOST POWERFUL REMOTE PRESENTER
If you are looking for an outstanding REMOTE for your PowerPoint presentations, you will be pleased to know HONEYWELL has just come out with
the smallest and most powerful remote in the market.
The size of the transmitter is smaller than a credit card. You can stick
it inside the palm of your hand and nobody can see it. I tested the remote in an
open environment, and the radio signal can go up to 400 feet of distance. IT IS
INCREDIBLE! The transmitter has three button: forward, backward, and laser.
You can order online the new POWERPOINT PRESENTER simply by
clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/cart/catalog/product_info.
php?cPath=27&products_id=67
If you have a problem ordering online, simply call us at (269) 471-2915.
We will take your order by phone. You can also email us your order at <sbacch
iocchi@biblicalperspectives.com>, giving us your address, credit card number,
and expiration date.
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DOES YOUR CHURCH OR SCHOOL NEED A SCREEN?
If your church/school is looking for a screen, the DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, the largest manufacture of screens in the world, has agreed to offer their
line of screens to our Adventist churches and schools at about 30% discount.
The procedure is very simple. Visit the DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
website at http://www.da-lite.com. You will see hundreds of models of screens
with their respective prices. Once you ﬁnd the screen that you need, give us the
model number by phone (269) 471-2915 or email your request <sbacchiocchi@
biblicalperspectives.com> We will forward your order immediately to DA-LITE
that will ship the screen directly to your address. You will receive the screen at
about 30% discount.
BED & BREAKFAST FACILITIES IN LONDON, ENGLAND
If your travel plans call for a stop in London, you will be pleased to learn
about a most gracious Adventist couple that offer the best accommodation and
breakfast I have ever enjoyed. It has become my home away from home when
in London. See details at: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/Promotions/
BED&BREAKFAST.htm
TAGNET SPECIAL NEW WEB HOSTING OFFER FOR ADVENTIST
CHURCHES AND MEMBERS
TAGnet provides an incredible number of webhosting services to our
churches and members. This newsletter comes to you through their gracious
and efﬁcient service. For detail information, visit their website at http://www.
netadventist.org or http://home.tagnet.org/ You may also call their ofﬁce 800
- 9TAGNET. They are ready and eager to help you.

